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Thesis Statement 

In order to generate a sense of community in a society that 

has alienated its individuals and cultural groups from each 

other, architecture's combined abilities must be realized. It 

can attack a passive, indifferent attitude by confronting the 

user directly, inspiring an active and reflective awareness of 

the surrounding environment. Active involvement imprints 

an individual's mind and develops a greater communal frame 

of reference through an up-close and shared setting. Through 

the creation of a distinct and perceptively awakening 

environment, architecture encourages the active participation 

which generates individual learning, growth, and 

understanding, bringing together community and celebrating 

life through togetherness. 

Context Statement 

Of all the places in America that depict this great loss of 

community, Los Angeles instantly comes to mind. Its 

reputation has fallen greatly due to the racial and cultural 
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turmoil stemming most recently from the Rodney King 

incident and the 0 . J. Simpson murder trial. With these 

controversies as a backdrop, the prospective site suggests a 

bold statement toward reversing the disunity of such negative 

societal trends as poor race relations. Being immediately 

Southwest of the Criminal Courts Building where the first 

Simpson trial took place, the project will stand, in place of a 

three-hundred-car parking lot, against the institution that has 

questioned not only the innocence of one man but the faith in 

the integrity of society. 

Facility Statement 

A Memorial to Life is a proclamation that reemphasizes the 

power of community in bringing people together. Through its 

three components: a public garden, an art gallery, and a 

learning center, it offers a forum for community interactio~ in 

the forms of discussions, displays, lectures, meetings, 

banquets, and other enriching activities. 
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Statement of Issue 

It has become cliche to say that the American society exhibits 

a definition of high individualism and self-gratification. Its 

people have removed themselves from a culture of 

togetherness through decades of suburban migration and 

decentralization, leaving cities vacant, run-down, and void of 

all the qualities which make them great. Theorist and critic 

Christian Norberg-Schulz described the world of the past as 

an "accessible, qualitative totality, of which man formed a 

part."1 Once cities were centers for community, providing 

places for social interactions that encouraged the protection 

and cultivation of a common identity. Man's intimate 

existence within society necessitated his involvement, 

strengthening the bond between himself and the needs of the 

community. 

But in today's world, a time when adversity and 

individualism often result in fragmentation, 

1 Christian Norberg-Schulz. Architecture: Meaning and Place (New York: 
Rizzoli International Publications, 1986), 11. 
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disconnectedness, indifference, and even violence, the need for 

this common identity is exposed. This revelation highlights 

the glaring apathetic outlook of man toward his society as an 

urgent issue needing to be addressed. Distrust and fear 

continue to separate people from community; however, 

architecture can provide a space for shared experiences and 

individual perspectives, bringing them together as a whole 

and cooperative unit. It most fundamentally serves people 

by establishing a space for social gathering, allowing for the 

development of an understanding and appreciation of the 

differences that inherently exist in a multi-cultured society. 

Defending the importance of this consideration of people in 

the built environment, Louis Kahn describes architecture as 

essentially a human institution that arises from "the 

inspiration to live," which he interprets as the sum of three 

components: "the inspiration to learn, the inspiration to meet, 

and the inspiration for well-being."2 

2 Bret Thompson, Paul Holje, and Jack Potamianos, Louis I. Kahn (1914-79). 
http://calvin.cc.ndsu.nokak.edu/ Arch/ Kahn/ Kahn.html (October 11). 
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The impact of the humanizing elements of architecture could 

never be used more than in today's society where the sense of 

commtinal well·being lies secondary to the self ·gratification of 

individualism. As technology and social trends move the 

populace farther and farther apart, the meeting place 

becomes less and less frequented. Ideas are not exchanged. 

Misunderstanding and ignorance grow as cultural differences 

within a society widen. The gulf creates a lack of sympathy 

and disregard in the 'haves,' and indifference and 

hopelessness in the 'have.nots.' People become selfish 

because everything about their society is self·oriented and 

self ·satisfying. They are appalled at the effects without 

recognizing the cause. Society's most horrific fear is 

victimization through random, violent crime, a tragedy which 

has become a commonplace, ordinary, and daily event. 

Blame is placed on guns, drugs, poverty, or almost anything 

but the lack of a common purpose, or well·being. People do 

not know what to do to counter their fear. They do not have a 

venue or an audience to work out their frustrations and the 

hurt that has encompassed them and their society. 
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Perhaps it is that they have never known togetherness and 

unity, abstract ideas in a concrete world of materialism and 

egocentricism. This places the architect irt a unique position 

as a student of history and a modem-day educator, 

researching and building methods of public access; opening a 

pathway to the benefits of civilization and community. 

1hrough the designation of space; the powerful stimulation of 

fellowship evolves as differences are brought together; and 

understanding, tolerance, and rationality emerge from the 

chaotic realm of separation. In The Courage to Grieve, Judy 

Tatelbaum writes that 55% of the formula that makes up an 

effective support system for an individual comes from one's 

living environment, while 25% comes from the self, and 20% 

comes from the spouse. She suggests that learning from 

group activities can reform one's outlook on life by 

"enhancing [the] willingness to follow through with new 

ideas."3 This productive approach directs the person to 

resolve personal conflicts and develop a stronger personality. 

3 Judy Tatelbaum, The Courage to Grieve (New York: Lippincott & Cowell, 
Publishers, 1980), 82-89. 
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Once faith has been restored, the individual appreciates 

himself more. A need develops to share himself with his 

commUnity by protecting its people and values. Healing 

takes place; forgiveness, remembrance, and recognition are 

given their due. People notice they ate more than individuals; 

they find that they are a part of something much greater: the 

wellspring of life which is community. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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Pot~nti~I De~ign Response 
. ': \ \ l \ •' , l I : 

Closing Gaps 

In time, the detachment that a person feels toward his 

community turns into exces8ive seif-iridulgence. More and 

more items and J:?laces in the community are created in 

response to man's growing desire and expectation of instant 

stimulation from his surroundings. From the quick-fix 

philosophies that often result in both personal credit card 

debt and government fiscal irresponsibility, to the consumer 

concepts of fast-food restaurants, supercenters, and even 

drive-through pharmacies, the search for quick entry and 

analysis,. as well as quicker exiting and problem solving, 

increases the detachment from a communal and shared 

environment. The instant access to news and media gives us 

every detail of everything that is happening from every comer 

of the world. The idea is to unite the world through 

information,. yet people are separated from any real physical 

or social relationships once the personal and active learning 

has been replaced by machine-fed data. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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In the small historic villages of Eur~pe, ~ch as Vicenza, ltalr, 

the initial experience of a visitor is that of disorientation. 

Coming from cities where automobiles rule and dictate the 

way urban structure is laid out, getting around jumps from 

reading block numbers and gridded maps, to solVing a life

size p'ilzzle of meandering paths and perplexing directions. 

Everyday life activities involve way-finding through 

identification of spots and places. The result is first-hand, 

active leatning. The scale of movement is reduced to that 

which a human can relax in and appreciate. Conversely, 

Americans have become accustomed to the enormity and 

intensity of high-rises and never~ding highways that 

frenziedly connect large-scale developmental districts to each 

other. The harried American environment adds strain and 

acceleration to routine movemertt, crippling the pathway as a 

source for community. According to Leon Krier, "the 

universal application of rigid zones, together with an 

obsessive treatment of buildings ... regardless of their relation 

to their surroundings, has been responsible for a total 

disintegration of city form. A neutral zone of 
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undifferentiated space separates everything and . murders 

both place and occasion."4 

Consequently, a sense of community must be built on the 

fourtdation of physical interaction and close personal settings, 

eliminating the buffers and turning them into meeting places, 

such as the European piazza. The town positions the piazza 

where it is best utilized, not as a destination but as an integral 

part of man's journey. Placed in the crossings of people's 

paths, it creates an atmosphere for people going about their 

daily activities to come into contact with each other. The 

piazza leads to a ritual mixing of movements arid 

experiences. In Between Silence and .Light, Louis Kahn 

likened the piazza to what Americans refer to as street. He 

defined the street as "a toom by agreement, a community 

room, the walls of which belong to the donors, dedicated to 

the city for common use."5 A shared center translates into 

increased awareness and understanding between users. 

• Robert Maxwell, Sweet Disorder and the Carefully Careless (New York: 
Princeto Architectural Press, 1993), 144. 

s Jolm Lobell, Between Silence and Light (Boulder: Shambhala Publications, 
Inc., 1979), 46. 
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Potential . De .sign Response 

Day of Dialogue: ~reating Dialogue/Building Comm~ni~ 

, The verdict of the first 0 . J. Simpson murder trial spawned an 

uproar between the peoples of Los Angles, as well as the 

entire nation. It is ironic that despite the close proximity of 

the public to the affair, different groups formulated their 

own, different interpretations as to what the irtcident meant to 

their fundamental quality of life. Instead of seeing it as a 

threat to the stability and harmony of family and community, 

in the forms of domestic violence and crime, many chose to 

consider it an issue of intense racial complications. 

Mark Ridley Thomas, a Los Angeles city councilman, felt that 

such a deeply divided response to a basic issue confronting 

all citizens was an indication of how far the diverse cultural 

groups had grown apart. He organized a meeting between 

twenty community leaders representing different interest 

' DayofDialoglle, http://wwW.ci.la.ca.us.OOD/ index.hbn (Octoberll, 
1996), 
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groups from political, e~c, business, and religious arenas. 
. . . . . . 

They agreed to work collectively to reduce the tensions within 

in the city of tos Angeles. The group established the Day of 

Dialogue organization whose basic premise is to allow a 

forum for the raising of issues important to each 

representative gtoup, thereby ensuring that all voices are 

heard. through these discussions, occurring at regular 

intervals, plans of action can be adopted to help prevent 

potential conflicts from erupting and fragmenting their 

commtlnity even more. 

This kind of non-partisart gathering provides an accessible 

space for all people to express their opinions, fears, and 

suggestions, giving voice and participation to groups who 

have deVeloped feelings of exclusion to the processes which 

most affect their lives. Using dialogue as a means to resolve 

intra-city conflicts places every voice at an equal level, 

empowering them to express their differences in a round-table 

of open-mindedness. The results of such consultations 

increase understanding of other groups' perspectives and 

benefit the establishment of acceptable conflict resolutions. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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Architecture has the ability to strengthen society by building 

upon this type of positive energy within a community. If the 

environment is to foster unity between detached groups, the 

same foundation of sensitivity and acceptance of diversity 

must be laid out. Llke the Day of Dialogue organization, the 

setting will function as a place where representative contrast 

works to bring out an understanding of the uniqueness within 

each group. The regular contributions of each congregation 

and each voice strengthens community as they collectively 

work to subdue conflict. In turn, they increase communal 

well-being through the sharing of interpretations and 

suggestions. They give new life and direction to a community 

desperate for a purpose. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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Potential Design response 

The Teaching of Louis Kahn 

Louis Kahn spoke of architecture as the bridge that connects 

the unmeasurable and the measurable, what he described as 

Silence and Light. He felt that great architecture is born in the 

Silence out of abstract creativity and built in the Light 

through measurable, concrete methods. The completed work, 

in turn, provides access back to its creation in the 

u.ntneasurable, forever linking the two dimensions.7 Kahn 

presents the epitome of this testimony in his design of the 

Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, Texas. The outstanding 

character of natural light claims an omnipresent existence in 

the space. Not only does light provide a familiar setting for 

visitors by linking the man-made environment to nature, to 

Kahn, it exists as the very spirit of all things. To emphasize 

this idea, he realized the development of the reflectors below 

the slit in the center of the vault, immersing the space and its 

1 John Lobell, Between Silence and Light (Boulder: Shambhala Publications, 
Inc., 1979), 3. 
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occupants with natural light through finely perforated 
. . . . ~ . . 

aluminum. Kahn chose this particular material because it 

allows a portion of the total incoming light to penetrate the 

space while affording the visitor a view of the sky above.8 

The ever-chartging quality of light and other natural elements, 

such as the sky and the trees, are periodically presented 

through the openings in the ceilings and walls of the museum. 

A relationship between man and enviromnent is sustained, for 

Kahn believed that in order for matt to appreciate the value of 

art, he must feel like he and the art both belong to a greater 

whole. 

The implications of Kahn's system suggest that the great 

power of arcliitecture lies in this ability to connect the user in 

the physical environment to those creative, unseen energies 

froII\ which the work first emerged. Kahn felt that the role of 

architecture is to create spaces for humans to use to better 

themselves and their environment, their community. The 

available space affects the user actively, but inconspicuously. 

a Marshall D. Meyers, Louis I. Kahn: Yale University Art Gallery &: Kimbell 
Art Museum, Global Architecture Series 38 (Tokyo: ADA Edita, 1976), S. 
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In his analogy of man's usage of architecture, he likens it to a 

tree: "School began with a man under a tree, who did not 

know he was a teacher, discussing a realization with a few 

who did know they were students ... the exiStence-will of 

school was there even before the circumstances of a man 

under a tree."9 Thus, through architecture man finds 

usefulness that, like the school, was already present in the 

abstract. the architect, in essertce, creates the vehicle that 

carries the user between an idea and an activity. By proViding 

an effective space for the two to come together, architecture, 

the tree, orgartically promotes growth and awareness in the 

individual toward his environment, ultiiruitely creating 

comm.unity. 

9 Bret Thompson, Paul Holje, and Jack Potamianos, Louis I. Kahn (1914-79). 
http://calvin.cc.ndsu.noka.k.edu/ Arch/ Kahn/ Kahn.html (October 11). 
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Potential Design Response 

The Precision of Carlo Scarpa 

The architecture of the Brion Monumental tomb ironically 

celebrates the awareness and perceptiveness of its living 

participants; eveh as it portrays a pathway for the deceased 

to re-enter that which every man is cortnected to, the earth. It 

exemplifies architecture that solicits active involvement from 

its users. The desigrt exhibits ilrtpottance with every 

movement and through every moment. When one encounters 

the entrance, for instance; he is instantly . made aware of a 

challenging environment by the off-centered steps leading into 

the site. The detail forces the user to pay attention, begging 

him to wonder what will come next. In effect, it opens the 

mind to a new wave of experiences, preparing it for nothing in 

particular while expecting the unexpected. Each movement 

contains a dramatic moment, affecting the viewer as 

completely as prior experiences with upon each visitation. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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Marco ~rescari explains the relational effect of architecture on 

man: just as man experiences architecture through his body, 

he experiences his body through architecture.1° 'The Brion 

Toinb actualizes this relationship by forcing an awareness of 

direct chal1enges to the very notions of what the space is 

supposed to imply. Active involvement does not allow the 

mere movement through a space; it confronts the user with 

reasons to linger, ponder, and develop a deeper outlook of 

himself and his environment To Scarpa, the dialogue 

between physical concreteness artd the visitor's senses is the 

aspiration of "the game of artifice, of the detail, of difference, 

of the fragment. He saw the norm as an arrest of learning, a 

manifestation of the laziness of the eye."11 In drawings, 

Scarpa rarely expressed his ideas in the form of perspectives 

because he felt that the adventures in his architecture could 

not be represented as whole observations. He preferred to 

study the effects in plans, elevations, and more intensely, the 

joints, connections, and details. And even then he felt that 

10 Marco Frascari, Monsters of Architecture (Savage: Rowman & Littlefield 

Publishers, Inc., 1991), 1. 
11 Francei;co Dal Co and Giuseppe Mazzriol, Carlo Scarpa: The Complete 

~(New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 1984), 37. 
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richness of experience that inspires active involvement from 

the users could not be manifested two-dimensionally. The 

dialogue can only develop from close and personal 

interaction. Through the powerfully sensuous architecture of 

Carlo Scarpa, each individual learns to connect with his body 

and mind, and inevitably to the greater environment of which 

he is an active part. 

Architectural Theory Issue 
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General 

In relatiort to the subject of context, the major responsi~~ty 

that architecture has is to restore the universal concept of 

community life. Architecture needs to respect the local 

concerns, and respond to the local environment, without 

giving in to them uncritically. An issue of how a building 

responds to these needs of a growing society has to be 

examined closely. The architecture in the particular 

envirorunent should reflect the values and aspirations that the 

people of that community embrace. As society grows, the 

outlook and expectations of its people change. Kenneth 

Frampton confirms that the focus of architecture is to 

"mediate the impact of universal civilization with elements 

derived indirectly from the peculiarities of a particular place ... 

It must be, at once, of its time and critical of its time."1~ Los 

Angeles has entered an era of urgency. It is going through 

drastic changes in the areas of built, natural, psychological 

12 Thomas Fisher, " Escape from Style," Progressive Architecture 9 
(September 1994): 100. 
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and cultural contexts. The Angelenos' attempts to reclaim a 
I • I • 

sense of well-being oftentimes focus only on smaller, more 

immediate interests, advancing instead the conflict and 

tension between the intra-community groups. 

In each of the four aspects of the context, the Memorial to Life 

has to answer to the questions and reducing the fears that 

keep the people of Los Angeles from working together toward 

a better place for all. 

Context ls.sues 
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Built Context 

The Architecture of Downtown Los Angeles 

The prospect site of is situated in downtown Lo~ ~ge~es, 

ctirrently occupied as an asphalt-covered parking lot for some 

300 cars. It is owned by the County of Los Angeles and run 

by a private parking lot business. 

In the Old Way of Seeing, Jonathan Hale writes that 

oftentimes architects and urban planners misunderstand the 

meaning of contextualism and misuse its application. The 

most predominant quality of the downtown area is its 

unfriendliness toward its living environment. It discourages 

any kind of liveliness or human activity. Hale believes that 

too often desigrters erect "new buildings at [the] risk of [their] 

becoming dead replicas or meaningless background." Taking 

contextualism too narrowly, according to Hale, results in the 

dragging of "a design down to the level of whatever happens 
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to be next to it."13 In downtown Los Angeles, the most 

predominant sensation is the air of unfriendliness it exudes 

toward the living environment in which it is contained. The 

rigid buildings towering over the site discourage any kind of 

liveliness or human activity, as they project the strong, 

impersonal feeling of commerce and bureaucracy. With such 

ominous emotions gloomily brooding over the area, Hale's 

statements provide relief to future architecture, giving it the 

freedom from having to harmonize with such hostility. 

Fortunately, in an attempt to bring people back to the town 

center, the city of Los Angeles has redeveloped the area, 

equipping its citizens with more opportunities for relaxation 

and interaction. The revitalization of Downtown's only park, 

Pershing Square, and the completion of the Museum of 

Contemporary Art, by Arata Isozaki, demonstrates the city's 

efforts to draw in the distant feeling rendered by formal 

modernist skyscrapers. 

ts Jonathan Hale, The Old Way of Seeing (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1994), 110. 
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The renovations of Pershing Square Park have stirred 

controversy in its response to the architecture of Downtown. 

Mexican architect Ricardo Legoretta has brought the Latino 

influence of bright colors into the calm, indifferent ambiance 

of the financial district But as MorriS Newman remarks in 

th~ article "Painting Pershing Purple/' "It's hard to tell 

Whether Legoretfil mis\InderStOOd the Steely I hazy quality Qf 

Downtown light in choosing these dense, chalky hues, which 

would be better keyed to the brilliance of Mexican sunlight; or 

whether they are a calculated assault Downtown's prim 

white-and-gray color scheme."14 

The corporate plazas that line the streets of Downtown do not 

emit feeling of invitation and accessibility to the public. The 

design of the Memorial to Life will be one that is more open 

and less pretentious, following the lead of the Center for the 

Arts in San Francisco, the collaborative effort of Robinson 

Mills + Williams and Fumihiko Maki. The Yerba Buena 

Garden Galleries and Forum epitomizes the bridging of 

u Morris Newman, "Painting Pershing Purple," Progiessive Architecture 9 
(September 1994), 45. 
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building spaces and the surrounding city. Maki explains his 

main design objective for the museum, stating that both 

"inside and out should not be completely closed oi' 

segregated."15 The bridge is made possible through the 

reduction of solid walls, applying instead floor-tO-ceiling 

window-wails and ntimerous skylights. The hall that 

connects the first floors of the gallery is alSo enclosed with 

double-paned, low-emissive, high-quality glass; allowing even 

more transparency within the facility. 

ts Naomi R. Pollock, "Silver Palette," Architectural Record (March 1994), 74. 
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Built Context 

Freedom From Form 

The adaptability of different approaches and the acceptance 

of experimentation give a certain uniqueness to building 

architecture in Los Angeles. Architect Frartk Celuy sees this 

opporturtity for exploration as "the ambiance of innovation" 

that is tttade possible only through the idiosyncratic ideas of 

pop culture as it searches for an ihstant relief of its hunger for 

well-being. The result is an ad hoc culture in which people 

make themselves up as they go along. Los Angeles' ever

chartging identity in its architecture results in the fragmented 

forms of so many of its projects. Its elusiveness avoids 

making a comprehensive statement about its society. 

Many designers applaud this absence of cultural or artistic 

infrastructure. They prefer freedom from restrictions. 

However, without a clearly defined character, the architecture 

of Los Angeles reflects its absence of a true identity. But 

perhaps this is the spirit of life in L. A. 
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Casual composition increases the sense of fragmentation and 

shifting energy within the architectural space of such 

buildings. This depiction as a reflection of the diSirttegrated 

forms suggests that the works are the record of a process 

rather than the embodiment of a final product. Many 

architects, such as Cehry, collect the fragments of local ideals 

artd invent their own interpretative style. His ptojed, the 

Edgetnar Development "uses local materials such as stucco, 

glass, and chain-link fendn~ and simultaneously [reflects] 

the local vernacular of simple, casually arranged 

structures."16 The ununified diversity of Los Angeles is 

reflected in its architecture. it is often chaotic and hostile to 

the public, leaving little room in all of its fragmentation for 

harmony. Its architecture is, however, also a platform for 

experimentation, especially through the use of local color, 

giVing it a freedom not ac;:cessible in other areas. thus, while 

it may give to many designers the access to create a piece of 

their personal vision, it continues to be an environment 

needing a greater sense of togetherness. 

16 Thomas Fisher, " Escape from Style," Progressive Architecture 9 
(September 1994): 62 
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Natural context 

Picture .. Perfect Atmosphere 

With the artrtual average temperature of 63 degrees Fahrenheit 

and orily 12 inches of ram per year, Los Angeles has one of the 

most desirable climates for building architecture.17 The mild 

tw~season ditrtate is charactemed by sunny afternoons year

round. John Chase, in a study of the Los Angeles' 

vetrta'.Ct.ilat, credits the pleasant environment as a major 

influertce on design.. There is no requirement for them "to be 

engineered to withst.artd large amounts of snowfall or 

rainfall, hw:rtldity, violent hurricanes, or 

tomadoes .... Architects are, therefore, less constrained by the 

limitations of construction materials than they might be 

elsewhere. 

With its constant sunshine, the city is an ideal setting for the 

Memorial to Life facility. The public garden will greatly 

11 US Department of Commerce, F.conomics and Statistics Administration, 
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States 1995 (Lanham: Beman, 
1995), 241, 245. 
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benefit from the climate's outdoor-friendly environment The 

·gallery spaces will take advantage of the strong light, just as 

effectively. An example of a gallery that has adopted light as 

the major tool in elevating the architectural experience is the 

Arthur M. Sadder Museum on the Harvard University 

campus. 

Designed by James Sterling, the facility manipulates a 

distinctive method of admitting light into the upper two 

floors. ht place of skylights, which leak when constantly 

exposed to the heavy New England precipitation, and which 

liberate too much precious heat, the curatorial staff preferred 

that the architect create a different method of illuminating 

their ancient sculptures. Stirling's solution is found in his use 

of light monitors, four feet high and sixteen feet across, raised 

over the center of the hall. A wall with a flaring bottom is 

suspended from the ceiling that is surrounded by glass w~. 

At the bottom of this monitor, sloping walls subtly lead into 

the walls of the gallery. The design of the light monitor 
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produces "a complex . sculptural form containing two 

channels of light," as one looks up at the ceiling.1s 

Light is frequently referred to as being representative of life. 

Louis I<ahrt believed that light emures infinite possibility, artd 

that it is critical for a learning environment. The care in the 

design of the Sackler Museum through its use of the medium 

of light, makes lifts the architecture as a piete of art in its own 

right. The wortder that it inspites in the viewer extends a 

corridor through which it shares its creativity. 

1s Leonie Gordon, The Arthur M. Saclder Museum (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Art Museums, 1985), 18-19. 
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Psychological Context 

Violence 

the site faces the Criminal Courts Building, location of the 

first 0 . J. Simpson murder trial. Its proximity to the 

Memorial of Life will psychologically effect the user as he 

cannot he1p but notice their connective bond and reflect on the 

incident that initiated the Memorial' s vety existence. 

the trial received national, and global, attentiort due to its 

celebrity involvement. However, the double homicides of 

Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Lyle Goldman are only 

one episode in the terrible1 wide-spread social dilerruna 

concerning violent crime. The prosecutio~ s claims that a 
history of domestic violence led to the murder, highlights yet 

another problem shaking the foundations of American 

culture. The trial shocked national consciousness to the 

subjects of domestic abuse and violent crimes. Already a 

tremendous concern to all levels of the American public, 

violent crimes occur everyday without prejudice to location, 
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race, economy, or sex, "severing the fragile threads. of trust 

that connect [Americans] to each other."19 The tragedy of 

violence hivolves not just the victims, but also the victimizers. 

Total b1.attte cannot be heaped onto the abuser as a corrupt 

human-being. For if one is to understand violence, he needs 

to see that "that human agency or action is not only 

individual; it is al.So ... famiiial, social, and institutional .... All 

hwnan actiort is relationa1."2o As one comes to realize these 

characteristics of violence, he appreciates the necessary means 

of surviving in society. To achieve the happiness he pursues, 

he must make an effort at liVing, which includes his societal 

responsibilities. Dr. James Gilligan suggests that violence kills 

the soul as it injures the body. Overcoming the catastrophe 

must come from Within. As the soul of mah is hurt, a way 

for the body to commuliicate the absence of affection and 

compassion is expressed through violence. 

Accordingly, the architecture of the Memorial to Llfe is 

dedicated to achieving well-being as a source of collective 

19Richard R Gayton, The Forgiving Place (Waco: WRS Publishing, 1995), '27. 
20 James Gilligan, Violence (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1996), 7. 
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healing, rath~ than merely recognizing the problem of 

violence as an epidemic afflicting society. The Memorial' s 

focus puts emphasis on the community to embrace sympathy 

and concern for all its people. Architecture, as a major 

foundation of that coJIUrtunity, must also correspond to this 

idea by creatiilg an envitorunent that encourages users to 

learn to interact and live with each other. 

the United States Holocaust Museum, in Washington D. C., 

designed by James lngo Freed, is a memorial to the victims of 

the horrific World Wat II atrocities. As it recognizes the 

grossly inhumane act of mass execi.J.tion, it offers a personal, 

active connection to the issue that otherwise seen:\S too 

immen8e to grasp. The Holocaust Museum realizes the 

events denied by a substantial number of people. 

From the first encounter in the lobby, the Memorial visitor 

feels transported back in time. Met by the ruggedness of 

wood-trussed bridges and the rough finish of the masonry 

enclosure, the reception is uncomfortable at the least. As the 

participant progresses through the tight, dark spaces, 
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engulfed by horrifying images, he reads the plight of the 

victim in his 'identification card' booklet. The tragic story, 

best told by the victims themselves, lives through the affected 

memory of the participant. Leaving the reader to interpret its 

value, the goal of the Memorial is to make each visitor a 

witness, regatdles8 of his feelings. 

A differertt view of the Holocaust Musetln\ is given by Zira 

Freiman. As a daughter of a Holocaust survivor, she expects 

the atdtltecture to be as emotionally striking and physically 

overwhelming as the actual Holocaust was. To Freiman, the 

building fails to give "an experiential phenomenological 

depth .... [The] architecture simply does not do enough 

physically to put people emotionally on the spot."21 Freiman 

argues that as one shares art experience and runs the gambit 

of its emotions first-hand, a simple re-addressing of the issue 

is not enough to effect greater sympathy. The Memorial to 

Life chooses not to address violence through this sort of 

remembrance, as it may affect many, but not all of its 

21 Zira Freiman, "Memory Too Politic," Progressive Architecture (October 
1995),64; 
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visitors. Instead it opts to present the ideal that must be 

striven for in society, offering a forum to initiate its 

foundation. 
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Cultural Context 

Multi-cuUuralism 

There is no argument that Los Angeles is one of the most 

rulturally diverse dties i.rt America. Groups previously called 

"minorities" •- Afrkan-Atnericaris, Latinos, and Asian 

Americans -- together outnumber the Caucasian ''majority." 

In the past twenty-five years, the proportion of white citizens 

has declined from about three-quarters to two-fifths. 

Los Angeles has always been a city of immigrants; however, 

the eighty-six cities artd their nine million people in the 

metropolitan area are running out of space for urban 

expansion and accommodation of new residents. Outsiders 

are drawn to the region's vigorous and expansive economy 

lured to the city by a dream that somehow their lives will be 

made better. Each brings a piece of their homeland with 

them, cultural and ethnic pride, and a dream of success and 

well-being. 
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Wi~ ~e influx of so much diversity, conflicts are virtually 

inevitable in an environment that does not encourage and 

demand toleration. The April 29, 1992 Riot is a reminder of 

now quickly cultural diversity can result in violence. The 

Rodhey King Incident sparked a building turmoil of racial 

tensions to ignite as the city witnessed what they perceived as 

a gross and terrible injlistice. America was shocked with "the 

spectacle of urban people setting fire to their own landscape, 

de5troying the OI1ly neighbor hood they had."22 

For a mttlti-cultured city to grow as a whole, its individuals 

must understand and respect each other's identity, and 

background. When that history is shared and exchanged 

publicly it becomes a part of the community's landscape, 

appreciated and protected as a valuable social 

asset In order to realize this concept, the community must 

provide "projects that will involve people in exploring what it 

means to remember, and what to do with memories to make 

them alive and active."23 As a result, architecture must 

243. 
22 Delores Hayden, The power of Place (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995) 

23 Ibid., 246. 
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become a . social institution to instill motivation, in man, for 

the development of community. 

Again, looking at the architecture of renovated Pershing 

Square, the park is a bridge between social and geographical 

diviSions Within Los Angeles. Ricardo Legorreta envisioned 

the concept of multi-cultural expressively, believing this thesis 

would revive the use of the park as a safe and healthy 

enviroturtent by fostering social interactions. He conceived the 

patk as a combination of Latino and Anglo-American 

recreational spaces. In the purity of the form lies the 

complexity of the park. Its intricacies are a direct reflection of 

the perplexing nature of ethnic differences. There is a 

. mtiltitude of level changes made possible through the use of 

ramps, terraces, and steps. These changes break up the large

scale park into many outdoor rooms, each of which the 

designers hope will be appropriated by different ethnic or 

social groups for their own semi-private gatherings. 

The revitalization of the park emphasizes Los Angeles' need 

to re-instill community and life as an integral part of 
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Downtown. Legorreta realizes that the hardest part of 

bringing the community together is that first step, the ignition 

of the process. Providing spaces that are both culturally 

accessible and semi-private, he acts to initiate the start up 

phase, the intermingling process from which, when successful, 

community develops. 
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General 

the objective of the Memorial to Life is to promote an 

ertviro:htll.ent of cofiective growth by restoring faith in 

conun.unity life. In a time whert turmoil and violence seek to 

conquer hw:i'tlm spirit, eaclt individual must make an ardent 

effort at Ieamlrig from and living with others. The facility 

becomes accessible to the public by a surrounding garden, 

connecting all people with the one thing that binds all things 

together: the greater setting of nature. the gatden functions 

as an open invitation for public viewirtg, inviting them more 

intimately to eXperience the art gallery, artd ultimately to 

come together through the Day of Dialogue/ Community 

Center. 

The architectUre of the facility will embrace the issues that are 

essential to community growth: expression, dialogue, 

transformation, and unity. 
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Potential Design Responses 

Exptession 

What people are able to express themselves, it means that 

they' are abie to taik about their feelings, ideas, and 

aspirations freely, withotit the threat of conformity, 

distortion, or self-deception. In order to encourage its users 

to express themselves, the architecture of the Memorial to Life 

must first establish itself as neutral ground by avoiding 

oppressiveness, intoletance, artd intrusiveness to the values 

that they divetsely bring with them. Conversely, the United 

States Holocaust Museum contains a strongly sensitive issue, 

but the treatment of its entrance is one that remains in 

hatmohy With its natural surrottndings. However, James 1ngo 

Freed felt the need to detach the entry arch from the main 

body of the memorial, as though to say that what is 

represented in the museum halls may not be so impartial. 
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The expression of the architecture, or the image projected 
. . . . . ' . . . 

from its physical existence, is critical to the way users view 

and express themselves. In the Memorial to Life; the physical 

and emotion.al surro'Undings are of utmost importance in 

influencing how artists display their works, or how 

organizational participants voice their opinions. 
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Potential Design Response 

Dialogue 

Establish.iilg dialogue is the next step to be achieved; however, 

it can only occiii' through willing participation. When the 

setting iS secured, dialogt.ie can grow form the energy of 

intentional and mindful convetSation. Deeper insights to the 

problem at hand as point-of-view expands to include 

different sides; understanding ensues, and with it the 

obligation to bt.lild solutions. 

the Spaces of the Memorial, then, must account for various 

personalities and moods. Each design component must 

hatmoniZe with the others while maintaining noticeable 

differences. The connection will be a sort of language that 

unifies the segments. 

In the vast extent of the Pare de la Villette, created by Bernard 

Tschumi, the obvious language is the color red. The color and 

the patterned geometric forms echo throughout the city of 
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Paris as the 'Folies' periodically dot the site of several 

hundred adres.24 The dialogue is manifested in spite of the 

distance due to the unity iil language that ties the forms all 

together. 

24 Peter Gosse! and Gabriele Leuthauser, Architecture in the Twentieth 
~ (I<oln: Taschen, 1991), 359. 
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Potential D.esign Response 

transformation 

Out of dialogue comes transformation. Antony Antoniades 

siiriply defirtes transformation as "the central method of fortn 

manipulation." But the direction that architecture transform8 

has a greater itnpact to the sutroundirlg community. 

Antoniades critiques the architecture of Peter Eisenman as 

"over emphasiS on othei'wiSe itttagirtative narratives 

[providing a] tangible expression of the weakness of the 

narrative for reliable transformation results."25 If architecture 

is to take on the responsibility of transfdrmirtg man and his 

cottununity, it must not rise out of arbitrariness, only to make 

fortns that have never been made before, ot challenge only the 

way compositions bring elements together. 

In the same manner, man cannot be successfully transformed 

by random objects in his environment Architecture must 

2s Antony Antoniades, Poetics of Architecture: Theory of Design (New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1992), 66-67. 
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address the issues and uphold the values that its users 

treasure to get the response or the action out of them to 

transform them. 
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Potential Design Response 

Unity 

Whert the system 0£ architectural spaces become a singular 

structure of transformation, each phase is representational of 

iiltegtal parts that make up a greater whole, in both existence 

artd purpose. The act of transformation results; naturally, in 

the growth from the original idea, strengthening the 

connections that make each patt important to the others. 

There is a piece of arcltitecture fhat most powerfully conveys 

this idea of unity through transforming the parts: Maya Lin's 

Vietnam Veterans Memoriai in Washington, be. Each of the 

human experience artd the physicai being of the Memorial 

transforms itsell and each other in an exuberant way, 

producing the unity between man and architecture, and man 

and society. 

Initially, the visitors are led into the earth through the path 

uniting his living self conceptually with the celebration of 
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death through burial. Next the form of the Memorial changes, 
' . ' .. 

growing in size in the center of the angle that embraces the 

u8ers, portraying the transformation of the war itself. More 

over, the reflection of the 'visitors is a way of connection them 

to the Memorial, and thus the soldiers that had died. Each of 

these soldier has his name inscribed on the wali, designating 

the role that one person can play in the collective effort to 

improve living conditions and human values; in this case, the 

restotation of democracy. The names become the spiritually 

uruted sanctuary for teaching and healing the community of 

the nation. 
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Act iv it ies/Spaces . . 

Space Requirement: 219,000 s.f. . . . 

Number of Users: 600 cars 

Description: 

A two-story public underground garage sel"Ves as a 

teplacemertt and an addition to the surfaee parking lot 

on which the facility is btiilt. 

Activities: 

Driving, parking; walking, meeting, waiting, and 

conversing are mainly the activities involved. in the 

structure. 

Characteristics: 

the garage intist be a design element because it is the 

first encounter that a viSitot will have with the 

memorial. It needs to have a convenient access to the 

street level, both to the memorial and other 

surrounding public buildings. It must be equipped 

with stairs and elevators in compliant with the ADA. 

Related Spaces: 

Garden, lobby, private offices. 
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A c t i v i t i e _s I S p a c e s 

Garden Space Requirement: 90,000 s.f. . . 
' . 

Number of Users: 150 people 

Description: 

the garden is utilized as a park acces8ible 

irtunediateiy to the public, 

Activities: 

the park will be used for walkirtg, sitting, eating, 

talking; resting, sculpture viewing; and leamirtg. 

Characteristics: 

the garden is a transitional space to the building. 

Mainly, it serves as a public space for the public, but 

doubles as an invitation to the center. lt is one-third of 

the memorial, recognizing the sitri.ple pleasures of life. 

Thus, the space must be well-lit at night and does not 

provide any hazardous places of seclusion. Spatially, 

part of it will be broken up into outdoor rooms for 

sculpture display and outdoor discussion activities. 

Related Spaces: 

Streets, parking, lobby, classrooms. 
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A c t i v i t i e s I S . p .a. c e s 

Space Requirement: 1,~~0 s.f. 

Number of Users: 100 people 

Description: 

the space serves as orientation and access to all public 

functions. It is both an entrance and an exit to the 

complex. 

Activit1es: 

U suaily, the space will irtdude activities for visitors 

such as enterirtg, information gathering, meeting, 

waiting, conversing, resting, and exitili.g. 6n special 

0ccasions, it is capable of housing private or public 

tecepti.ons or small banquets. 

Characteristics: 

Naturally lit through the use of windows and 

skylights to promote transparency, which will give a 

welcoming appearance to the public. The space of the 

lobby serves as the main entrance for both the art 

gallery and the Day of Dialogue Center. After hours 
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of ~peratio_n, .it must be directly accessible .fr~~ the 

outside for convenience and security purposes. 

Related Spaces: 

Restrooms, information desk, coat room, and 

bookstore. 
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Act iv it ies/Spaces 

Space Requirement 500 s.f. 
'" · .. 

Number of Users: 20-30 people 

Description: 

The bookstore is used as both as educational program 

and a source of income for the establishment. 

Activities: 

Arttidpated activities include browsing, conversing, 

buying and selling of godds as orte enters or leaves the 

memorial. 

Characteristics: 

lt is the most commercial space of the project. 

Consequently, the space must be appealing because it 

acts as an advei't:i.Sement for the facility. It is also a 

showcase for what is in the gallery. 

Related Spaces: 

Lobby, coat room. 
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A c t i v i. t i e .s I S p a c e s 

Main Gall~ 

1Jeseription: 

Space Requirement: 3,50Q s.f. 

Number of Users: 100 people 

It is the largest roo:in in the gallery for displaying art 

objects such as paintings, sculptures, furniture, 

decorative arts, murals, prints, drawings, and 

photographs. 

Activities: 

Bto'Wsing; studying, walking, conversing, leatning. 

Secondary activities may include assembli:ilg or 

dissembling of art objects. 

Characteristics: 

The space has high ceilings to accommodate all sizes 

of artwork, approximately at 14 feet. The plan must 

be flexible. The gallery is lit both by an indirect natural 

source and an artificial lighting. Noise absorption is 

not the most important concern. The center 

encourages learning from one another through 
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dialogue. However, all galleries will be somewhat 

secluded to provide a level of privacy and for security. 

Related Spaces: 

Workroom, storage, lobby. 
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Activities/Sp .aces 

Space Requirement: 2@1,000 s.f. 

Number of Users: 50 people 

Description: 

these smaller room.S serve as dispiay spaces for 

artwork when the scaie is appropriate for a particulat 

collection or when the main hall is occupied. 

Activities: 

nrowsing; studying, walking, conversing, learning. 

Secondaty activities may irtclude assembling or 

dissembliilg of art objects. 

Characteristics: 

The rooms must be flexible; just as the pritri.ary' 

gallery. However, they must also portray a definite 

aesthetic evidence in design consideration. They are 

somewhat enclosed to create privacy, but also 

transparent enough to let the visitors see the exhibit 

from the circulation. 

Related Spaces: 

Workroom, storage, lobby. 
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Activi ~ ies/Spaces 

Galimi Qtti.ces 

Description: 

Space Requirement: 4@150 sJ. 

Number of Users: 2-3 people 

The offices are where the administrative and ctiratotial 

staff station. 

Activities: 

The spaces will be used mainly by staff for general 

office work, small tneetirtgs. 

Characteristics: 

These spaces must be accessible from the outside 

Without having to go through the main lobby for after 

bUsiness bouts visitations. They have to a1so be 

private. These rooms cannot be mere boxes. They 

must reflect the standard of the gallery, which is 

creative and lively. 

Related Spaces: 

Workroom, lobby. 
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Activities/Spaces 

Sto.rag;e 

Description: 

Space Requirement 2@300 s.f. 

Number of Users: 3-4 people 

Space tised for storing gallery and maintenance 

equipment. 
Activities: 

Storing, organizing, cleaning, assembling, dissembling 

of equipment and artwork. 

Characteristics: 

the storage must be private. It a~ has to be climate 

controlled. :No direct light is allowed. It must be 

adjacent to the workroom. 

&lated Spaces: 

Loading dock, offices, galleries. 
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Act iv it ies/Spaces 

Space Requirement 60.0 s.f. 

Number of Users: 6-8 people 

Description: 

The room will be used primarily for receiving and 

handling exhibition materialS. 

Activities: 

loading and unloading objects from trucks. 

Characteristics: 

the workroom has a loading dock for delivery trucks. 

it is dired:ly accessible to the out:Side, however, with a 

1.imited admission. the area has to be closely 

monitored for safety purposes. 

Related Spaces: 

Offices, storage, galleries. 
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Activities/Spaces 

Space Requirement: 2,000 s.f. 

Number of Users: 100 people 

Description: 

it is a space provided for irtdoor stage and an 

audio/video set""up for minor theatrical performances, 

lectures, and other performance arts. 

Activities: 

The activities of both the performers and the viewers 

are important They include watching, listening, 

performing, talking, singing, possibly discussing, and 

learning. 

CiurraderiStics: 

The auditorium :tnust be able to adapt to different 

kinds of performances. It is somewhat transparent 

from the main lobby to let the public see if there is 

activity happening. The space must be accessible 

from outside without having to go through the gallery. 

Related Spaces: 

Lobby, toilets, storage, workroom. 
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Act iv it ies/Spaces 

Day of Dia.logue Offices 

iJesCription: 

Space Requirement: 4@200 s.f. 

Number of Users: 3-4 people 

bffices ser\red as headquarters for the corri.ritlttee of 

Day of Dialogue. 

Activities: 

These offices will be more open to the public because 

of the natt.tre of the organization. Staff and visitors 

Will conduct small meetings. ActiVities indude 

tali<lng, discussmg, listening, general office work. 

Characteristics: 

These spaces are somewhat larger than the iriiniinum 

reqtiireirierit becatise the staff will often meet With 

other people from the organization. Entrance must be 

directly from the exterior. 

Related Spaces: 

Lobby, discussion rooms. 
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Activities/Spaces 

Discussion Rpoms 

Description: 

Space Requirement 4@500 s.f. 

Number of Users: 15-20 people 

the room.S are for interactive ieammg such as group 

dis<iission8. They Will be used by the visitors With the 

company of staff. They can also be used for small 

iectures and seminars. 

Activities: 

teatnirtg, discussing, listening, writirtg, reading. 

Characteristics: 

The spaces should be lively, naturally lit With 

Windm\rs and possibly an access to the garderi, 
promoting interaction. They should be equipped with 
a Writing board and for audio/video set-up. The 

spaces should be flexible so that it can accommodate 

any kind of activity. 

Related Spaces: 

Storage, offices, garden. 
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Act i v_i ties IS paces 

Dis¢ussipn RofYmS' St~age Space Requirement: 200 s.f. 

Number of Users: 2-3 people 

DescriptiOn: 

the storage will be storing equipment and materials 

for the ieariling center. 

Activities: 

Organi.zirtg, storing, moving. 

characteristics: 

This storage is separate frbm the other storage. It will 

store the fold:..up cllilis for activities and materials for 

the center includlrtg audio/ video equipment. It must 

be private. 

Reiated Spaces: 

Di.Seussibh rooms, offices. 
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The Gallery 

primaly gallery 

secondary galleries (2x1000) 

acbrlinistrafive offices (4x150) 

storage (2x300) 

exhibition preparation 

tdtal net area 

usable area (5,300x1.3) 

Dau ef Dif'Jogue Center 
auditorium 

discussion rooms ( 4xSOO) 

adtrtitristrati\re offices ( 4x200) 

storage 

total net area 
usable area (5,500x1.3) 

1,500 s.f. 

2,000 s.f. 

600 s.f. 
600 s.f. 

600 s.f. 

5,300 s.f. 

6,890 s.f. 

2,500 s.f. 

2,000 s.f. 

800 s.f. 

200 s.f. 
5,500 s.f. 

7,i5o s.f. 
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Common Spaces 
Space Summary 

lobby 1,500 s.f 

bookstore 500 s.f. 

gatdert 80,000 s.f. 

pat king 120,000 s.f. 

total net area 202,000 s.f. 

usable area (202,000xl.3) 262,600 s.f. 

Suqrmaiy 

the gallery 6,890 s.f. 

day of dialogue certter 7,150 s.f. 

common spaces 262,600 s.f. 

total usable area 216,640 s.f. 

total gross (2761640xi.2) 331,968 s.f. 
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to. dudley thompson: 

some architects ... 

design houses 

and the houses become homes for people. 

rendering warmth and memories 

some architects ... 

use steel and concrete 

and make buildings 

that grow into arenas of motive and inspiration 

some architects ... 

fabricate cities with streets and trees 

and they create gardens and sanctuaries 

that shade and relieve 

... and some architects 

build with vision and dreams 

that teach and encourage 

nurturing students to be thinkers with values 

and the fire to realize the dreams 

some architect. 
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the ~rchit~cture of this _place evolves around the concept that this site . . . . 

is to become a garden in the civic center of downtown los angeles. It 

is a sanctuary from the current conditions that the communities have 

to live with: indifference1 violence, crime, murder. However, the roots 

of the problem are deeper than the naive blame on guns and drugs. 

The memorial to life is devoted to r0Solving the deeper cause of these 

problems. It directs the attention to strenthening the inner bonds 

within the communities themselves, creating a worthwhile environment 

that all invididuals value, care about, and want to protect. 

This garden is not about duplicating man's natural setting. Its most 

important concern is human activities. Spaces are designed to elevate 

or create a chance for activities that people enjoy; activities th at 

everyday living routine scarcely provides. It is an opportunity to slow 

down from the corporate pace to making an effort at looking around, at 

delighting in every action, at noticing other people. 

Post-thesis Reflection 



What drive the design are these criteria. The facility spaces are 

surrounded by smaller gardens, expanding the interior spaces to 

include something greater. The idea is not to pretend like the 

architectural spaces are in one with nature, but that the human 

activities are not limited within .the walls that architecture creates. 

The memorial to me has a goal to restore man's expectancy that the 

nature of life is joyful and filled with hope. 

Post-thesis Reflection 
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